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Zeidner: Guest Viewpoint: Literate communication, endangered species

Guest Viewpoint

Literate communication, endangered species
I am becoming increasingly dedicated to the things I already know, and decreasingly interested in new things I should know. The effort to mai ntain currency is punishi ng.
Each year, science publications become heavier with compounding developments and innovations. My work depends to great extent on new techniques of others, as well as my own.
Journal information is vital in this respect. I can often eliminate many articles outright on the
e
necessity can in·
basis ol their titles, but usually nothing less than sheer will power or absolut
duce me to wade through the language o l the o thers to extract their substance.
The most impressive contributions to difficult reading are usually made by officialdom
which, by virtue o f its inherent Prestige, seldom, if ever, req uires ed iting. In fairness, we must
also give credit to otherwise dedicated and competent researchers who are naively unaware that
their talents in exposition are not entirely commensurate with their command of science.
Customarily, their manuscripts are reviewed by other dedicated and competent, but equally
Ingenuous, investigators who accept the language as adequate to the p urpose and occupy them·
selves with quality of technical results. Their understanding of each other's argot inspires awe!
It Is beyond the realm of bad-but-understandable English when the inscrutable Is explained
in terms of the unintelligib
le:
"
.. . the nature of the nebulous force denoted as the fictitious force,he
"
and l° unintelligible in terms of the •ambivalent:
" •• when the applied force Is Imposed prior to the fictitious force and the fictitious
force is positive, a direct solution usually results In an incorrect answer .. ."
I have no trouble believing that positive and negative fictitious forces are nebulous. To impose as applied force or even apply an imposed force would present a problem, especially since it
must be done before or after a force that doesn't even exist. I confess also that I am defeated by a
calculation that sometimes results In a correct answer.
Blindness to the importance of language is a problem of individuals who, although unskilled
in the art of writing, are as satisfied with the efficacy of their English as the color-blind are with
their sense of color. Every scientist is a potential author. Faithful publishing of material because
of its technical value assures propagation, perpetuation, emulation and continuation of the
decline in intelligent communication.
Ou r language consists of approximately 600,000 words, spelled, defined, compared and
catalogued, and a reasonabty consistent set of rules for using them. How many more trick words,
definitions, re-definitions, rules and infractions of rules can we tolerate before the system col·
lapses into chaos?
Where does responsibili ty for quality of presentation reall y lie? With language-indifferent
science students? English teachers who are preoccupied with English majors? Schools that fail
Technical
in their curricula to recognize the need for educated language in every discipline?
researchers who are insulated in and Isolated by their projects? Science edito rs who are in·
sensitive to language? Language editors who are detached from science? Or publishers who
mu st produce 12 issues of a mo nthly journal every year. Contributory negligence exists at all l
leve s.
(Continued on page 28)
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Emphasis is placed on the belief that a person's re·
sponse to a given situation does not represent their moral
worth, but is rather an indicator of how he/she thinks
about a critical moral issue at that time. Participants In a
moral discussion may arrive at the same conclusion yet
have diverse reasons for their recommendations.
An indlviduars reasoning may be codified according
to its appropriate place In Kohlberg's three level six stage
paradigm. The stages are thought to represent a pattern of
thinking based on a person's experience and perspectives
on specific moral Issues. Kohlberg argues for the lnvari·
ance of the stage development, that is, each successive
stage build s o n the preceding one and that no stage may
be skipped.
According to Kohlberg's research techniques. lndi·
rect methods are not needed to "trick" people Into reveal·
ing their perceptions about moral issues. To ascertain a
person·s stage of moral j udgment one has only to pose to
them moral dilemmas that will arouse their interests and
ask them what the best solution to the dilemma would be,
and why.
Classroom application of m0<al reasoning requires
that teachers actively create cognitive conflict and stimu·
late student's social perspective. Additlonally, this appli·

cation must set in motion selected patterns of social interaction including the development of moral awareness, the
art of asking questions, and the creation of a positive
classroom atmosphere conducive to moral development.
Three elements are fundamental to the moral judg·
ment paradigm: (1) the necessity of increasing the teach·
er's own awareness of moral Issues prior to expecting stu·
dents to do so, (2) the recognition that many teacher-stu·
dent interactions have moral d imensions, and (3) the ac·
ceptance that selected kinds of social interaction d iscus·
slons are more conducive than o thers to promote moral
development.
Despite the initial appeal of Kohlberg's paradigm and
its relianc e on the theories of Dewey and Piaget several
criticisms have been advanced by educators. Hersh,
Paolitto, and Reimer address several of these criticisms,
however, in their zeal to promote the theory of moral devel·
opment they dismiss tho plauslblllty of the stated crit·
icisms leaving their own credibilitymildly abridged. But,
on the whole Promoting Moral Growth Is a text which war·
rants reading by educators interested in the concept of
moral development.
Thomas J. Buttery
Northeast Louisiana University

Guest Viewpoint continued
Awareness, obviously, is the beginning of the solution, but this naturally breeds more
questions. How is a responsive school to know that students receive all the communications
training they need? How can an amateur writer be made to understand that valuable work is lost
In muddled English? How does a conscientious editor discover that improvements in rhetoric ob·
scure the meaning of research results?
If teachers or schools are represented in these publications, it is invariably through their
science departments. Science journals-social, biological, and physical-do not admit to having
language specialists on their executive (policy), review (selection), and editorial staffs. Technical
writers in industry have progressed to the stage where they do little more than to Immortalize
· gobbledygook in grammatically correct sen tences. Without the benefits of lnterdlsclpllnary
guidance and enforced literacy from the ground up, degeneration will continue to accelerate and
hasten the day when each select group wlll lnevltably wo rk in its own sequestered language com·
munlty.
Literate communication is an Imperilled resource. What can you do for yourself and others lo
prevent Its extinction?
M.A. Zeidner
Petroleum Consultant
NewDrleans
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